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Who are
earthware?
Formed in the dining room of a small cottage in
2007, earthware came from an innate,
entrepreneurial desire to find creative digital
solutions to real world problems.
We’re an ambitious, award winning and growing
team of consultants, designers, developers,
project and account managers. With a modern
approach to flexible working. We believe it’s not
how long you spend at work or where you go to
work that matters, it’s what you deliver when
you’re there that counts.
Agile in our delivery and innovative in our
thinking, we believe we are the digital healthcare
agency of the future.

Why join earthware?
The first thing you see as you enter our beautiful converted barn is the word ‘Why?’.
For earthware, it’s the most important word in the English language. Driven by the innate curiosity that
lives in every member of our team, we ask ‘Why?’ a lot.
‘Why?’ helps us understand. It drives insight and excellence. ‘Why?’ gets people to stop, reflect and think
differently.
Changing job is a big decision so we recommend you pause for a moment and ask yourself, “why would I
want to work for earthware?”.
Here’s some answers to this key question from some of the people you’d be working with, if you joined
us…

Imagine, deliver, together.

“At earthware,
playing
together is as
important as
working
together.”
- Andy

“With
earthware’s
flexible working
policies, I no
longer waste
hours of my life
commuting.”
- Florence

“My previous
company never
listened to my
ideas. At
earthware, every
idea is welcomed
and explored.”
- Rachel

“We never stand
still. We are
always innovating.
Every day is
different and
exciting.”
- Chris

Our values
Find out more – visit https://earthware.co.uk/about-us/our-values

LOVE WHAT YOU DO
Imagine, deliver, together.

I AM TEAM

BE BEYOND

MAKE IT COUNT

HONESTLY OPEN

Creative Lead
What’s it all about?

Our goal is to solve real world healthcare problems, digitally. To do this we need to understand the needs of the healthcare
professionals and patients that use the medicines and services our clients provide and interpret these into creative solutions
that are as beautiful as they are simple to use. As an earthware Creative Lead you will play a crucial role in ensuring we
achieve this vision.
You will take a leading role in delivering first-class design services to our clients. On a day-to-day basis you will be leading
requirements gathering workshops with clients, developing insightful creative briefs for our team, and guiding your team to
create beautiful digital solutions with simple, user friendly design. You will take an active role in the coaching and
development of junior members of our creative team and be a leading example of our company values both internally and
externally.
You will currently be an experienced Creative Lead or a Senior Designer in an agency environment looking for their next
step into a leadership role. You’ll have an exemplary portfolio of work for blue chip clients showing quality and diversity of
outputs including digital solutions, video and animation. You’ll have a passion for both user experience and creative
innovation and will understand that keeping the two in tension is the key to creating solutions that are both easy and
pleasurable to use. As a senior member of your team, you will have a wealth of experience mentoring and leading others.
Experience working within an agency providing digital solutions is essential, whilst pharmaceutical industry experience is
preferred. A passion for innovation, teamwork and delivering exceptional customer service is also vitally important.

Imagine, deliver, together.

Creative Lead
Competencies

Technical Capability

• Confidently explores and stewards a broad range of radically different ideas and potential design solutions with clients and
colleagues
• Leads the team to produce original, cutting-edge or innovative work, recognised by the industry through awards, accolades
or reputational respect
• Is adept at tailoring compelling user experience solutions through a seductive creative vision, paired with a deep design
specialism that extends earthware's creative capabilities
• Is adept at improving design outcomes by commissioning and analysing a range of quantitative and qualitative design testing
and validation methods
• Guides colleagues and clients through earthware's creative workshops, generating clear, inventive, creative briefs
• Consistently demonstrates the ability to confront and tackle complex problems, even outside of their known area of expertise
• Is adept at shaping complex user experiences, architecting solutions across a variety of touchpoints & channels, or for an
intricate mix of audiences and scenarios within challenging environments and/or constraints
• Is adept at strategically shaping and defining new brands, including the creation of visual identity and/or tone of voice from
scratch

Imagine, deliver, together.

Creative Lead
Competencies

Leadership and Strategy

• Acts as a point of escalation for any
creative issues
• Utilised internally and externally for
strategic support and counsel
• Inspires and positively influences
direct reports and other colleagues
• Change maker that takes charge of
situations appropriately
• Identifies possible conflict or
resistance ahead of time and
develops management strategies
accordingly
• Owns the earthware brand and
values
• Informs and contributes to shaping
the vision and strategic direction of
the organisation
Imagine, deliver, together.

Proposition and Marketing

Business Development

• Is a confident, charismatic indemand public speaker who
presents regularly at industry events
• Generates ideas for marketing
activities and feeds them into the
marketing team
• Envisions and realises unique
flagship company initiatives with
tangible and demonstrable business
benefits.
• Helps shape, inform or direct the
vision for earthware's products or
services

• Gets involved in client's strategic
planning process identifying ways
creative proposition can generate
long term value for clients
• Develops relationships with senior
management within clients that
helps position earthware as their
partner of choice
• Leads creative direction for RFPs and
pitches
• Uncovers sales opportunities from
their own networks and client
conversations and feeds these into
the business development teams

Creative Lead
Competencies

Quality of Service

• Sets the creative design standards for earthware and
ensures the team adhere to these
• Helps shape, inform or direct the vision and creative
identity of client's brands and solutions
• Can weave compelling narratives around insights, provided
from a wide variety of disparate sources of evidence

Imagine, deliver, together.

Operational Efficiency

• Coordinates multiple team-wide activities, unblocks
barriers to progress, and plans timelines, checkpoints
and/or milestones as part of a project
• Effortlessly coordinates complex activities across multiple
teams, projects or unrelated work simultaneously
• Holds themselves and colleagues to account regarding
project delivery
• Maintains a network of high-quality freelance design
resources across a range of skills and disciplines that
provides a range of creative resource options on demand

Creative Lead
Competencies

Operational
QualityFinance
of Service
and Administration
Efficiency

•
•

Continuously monitors, reports on, and improves the
financial impact of creative projects and teams with
senior stakeholders
Identifies and implements performance improvements
that measurably enhance efficiency, productivity and
profitability

Talent Management

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Imagine, deliver, together.

Ensures clarity of team roles and responsibilities and
jointly agrees stretching but achievable goals with their
team
Leads and motivates those working with and for them,
including the Leadership Team
Is accessible to direct reports and regularly reviews
development plans to facilitate their professional
development
Empowers their team to make decisions, learn and
exceed in their roles (does not micro-manage)
Actively builds a network with other agency employees to
help find future talent
Accountable for the recruitment of direct reports
Can deliver professional coaching or training to an
exemplary academic standard
Actively mentors multiple individuals and is highly sought
after by potential mentees, inside or outside of the
organisation

Creative Lead
What’s in it for you?

A healthy working environment in a stunning barn conversion in North Hertfordshire with flexible and
remote working arrangements.
A fast paced, innovative, entrepreneurial culture, where creativity and new ideas are embraced.
Freedom and autonomy to influence the creative direction of our business.
An opportunity to work alongside an award-winning team of consultants, designers, developers, project
and account managers, with opportunities for personal development in an ambitious, growing agency.
Competitive salary, contributory pension, enhanced maternity, paternity and shared parental leave policies,
employee assistance programme, 25 days annual leave plus Bank Holidays, quarterly values awards and
limitless opportunity to grow personally and professionally.
A fun and friendly atmosphere with casual dress code, foosball, regular social events, free drinks, fruit and
biscuits!

Imagine, deliver, together.

Want to apply?
Call:

+44 (0)845 642 9880

Visit:

https://earthware.co.uk/join-us

Email: talent@earthware.co.uk

2 Church Barn, Caldecote
Road, Newnham,
Hertfordshire, SG7 5LA

/earthware-ltd
/earthware

